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Form. As usual, the seminar will be structured into six afternoon sessions. This
term the talks will take place at the Mathematical institute at the University of Bonn
in Lipschitz-Saal between 14:00 and 17:30 on the dates listed below. During each
session there will be two talks with an intermission for coffee, tea, and socializing.
There will be 75+ε minutes allocated to each talk.

Aaron Mazel-Gee has made his live-tex notes available online here:
• http://math.berkeley.edu/~aaron/livetex/goodwillie.pdf.

He has also requested that you email him (aaron@math.berkeley.edu) with any er-
rors that you discover.

INTRODUCTION

Goodwillie’s calculus of functors provides a sequence of conceptual and computa-
tional tools allowing one to use the language of calculus, normally used to analyze
smooth functions, to instead analyze functors between topological categories.

Using this theory we can ask questions such as: What is the closest ‘linear’ ap-
proximation to the identity functor on pointed topological spaces? The answer turns
out to be the functor

Q : X 7→Ω∞Σ∞X .
The homotopy groups of QX are the stable homotopy groups of X . This functor is the
closest approximation to the identity functor that is excisive, i.e., it takes homotopy
pushouts to homotopy pullbacks, and serves as our definition of linear.

We then define degree n-polynomial functors using a generalization of this notion
called n-excisive. The various polynomial approximations of a functor fit together
into a tower, the Taylor tower of the functor. Just as in ordinary calculus, different
functors have different radii of convergence, encoded in Goodwillie’s definition of a k-
analytic functor. For example the identity on pointed topological spaces is 1-analytic,
i.e., the Taylor tower converges to the identity provided we restrict to connected
spaces.

When the Taylor tower converges we obtain a spectral sequence associated to this
tower. The input into this spectral sequences is the homotopy of the nth homoge-
neous approximation of the original functor. One of the most remarkable properties
of Goodwillie calculus is that this approximation is infinitely deloopable1 and that
there is a spectrum, only dependent on the functor and n, called the nth coefficient of
the Taylor series, which determines this infinite loop structure.

Returning to the example of the identity functor on pointed spaces, we obtain a
spectral sequence converging to the unstable homotopy groups of connected space,
whose input consists only of stable homotopy groups. One could interpret this as
saying that unstable homotopy groups are naturally equipped with a filtration com-
ing from stable phenomena. Arone-Mahowald showed that this filtration is closely

1Of course we must use the correct notion of ‘spectrum’ and ‘infinite loop space’ must be used when
replace pointed topological spaces with a more general topological category

http://math.berkeley.edu/~aaron/livetex/goodwillie.pdf
mailto:aaron@math.berkeley.edu
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tied to the chromatic filtration [AM99]. This result can be used in combination
with older computations to determine the v1-periodic homotopy groups of spheres
[Mah82, Tho90, MT92].

Computing the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of a functor is not easy, but
thankfully not impossible either. The analysis involved is often deep and connected
to other topics in mathematics. The potential payoffs to this work are enormous.
Knowledge of the Taylor expansions of functors allows one to say things like: the
closed linear approximation to the identity functor on augmented simplicial commu-
tative rings is André-Quillen homology, or extremely deep statements like K-theory
and topological cyclic homology differ by a locally constant functor [DGM10]. Which
we use to reduce seemingly impossible tasks, i.e., the computation of K∗(R) to a se-
quence of extraordinarily difficult tasks, i.e., the computation of K∗(Z),TC∗(Z),TC∗(R)
and the maps between them. Although the latter approach appears to be much more
work, it has been fruitful and to the first authors limited knowledge, the primary
method of computing higher algebraic K-theory.

PROGRAM

As general references we recommend [Kuh07a] (especially for newcomers), [Goo03,
Goo10] and [Lur12, §7.1-7.2].

Remark 0.1. Each of the talks below will be marked according to difficulty:
♥ An elementary talk. The speaker will have well-written precise references to

guide them through mostly standard material. The speaker will not need sig-
nificant specialized knowledge to complete the talk, but examples may need
to be worked out. A talk suitable for a beginning to intermediate graduate
student.

† An intermediate talk. The speaker will have well-written references to guide
them through more specialized material. The speaker will not need signifi-
cant specialized knowledge to complete the talk, but they might be required
to judiciously summarize material. Such a talk is suitable for a more ad-
vanced graduate student or beyond.

‡ An advanced talk suitable for someone who has some familiarity with a re-
lated subject area or is willing to put in extra time into familiarizing them-
selves with the material.

Session 1: Overview and Applications
April 5th, 2012

Talk 1.1: Survey - Justin Noel

Discuss the original motivation for Goodwillie calculus with respect to the alge-
braic K-theory of spaces following [Goo91]. Describe the dictionary between ordinary
calculus and Goodwillie calculus including:

• Functions ↔ Functors
• Affine linear functions ↔ Excisive functors
• Polynomials of degree n ↔ n-Excisive functors
• Maclaurin series expansion ↔ Taylor tower at a point
• Taylor series expansion ↔ Taylor tower at Y
• (For spaces) cn/n!xn ↔Ω∞(Cn ∧ X n)hΣn

• Radius of convergence of analytic function ↔ Convergence of Taylor tower
under connectivity hypothesis

• Faa di Bruno formula for ∂∗( f ◦ g)(0) ↔ ∂∗(F ◦G) = ∂∗F ◦∂∗G (this is correct
for endofunctors of spectra, general case is more complicated)
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Given a Taylor tower for a q-analytic functor F, say landing in spaces or spectra,
and a suitably q-connected X there is a spectral sequence converging to π∗F X whose
input is a bunch of stable homotopy groups. Some possible examples include the
identity functor on (augmented) simplicial commutative rings, or commutative S-
algebras. Or possibly describe the linear approximations to some of your favorite
functors. For example, the difference between K-theory and TC is locally constant.

References: [Goo03, Goo10, Kuh07a, Lur12].

Talk 1.2: First derivatives and basic examples - Tibor Macko

The goal of this talk is to give an overview of [Goo90]. In particular the defini-
tion of the first derivative and the differential, i.e., the 1-jet, should be given. The
remainder of the talk should be spent on examples of derivatives and differentials,
namely the identity functor (and the other small examples discussed by Goodwillie),
the stable function space functor, and the pseudoisotopy functor (without going into
too much detail, since the details will appear in another talk). It would be nice to
hear about the geometric motivation for studying A-theory as well as its relationship
to pseudoisotopy theory, this is covered, in part, in the introduction to [DGM10].

Discuss the first derivatives of a multivariable functor [Goo03, 1.22],[Lur12, §7.1.2-
7.1.1]. This is only a slight generalization of the one variable case, yet such deriva-
tives will play a role in the construction of higher derivatives.

Session 2: Foundations I

April 19th, 2012

Talk 2.1: Homotopy (co)limits and n-excisive functors - Aaron Mazel-Gee

This talk should contain remind the audience about the homotopy (co)limits of cu-
bical diagrams necessary for defining and proving the basic properties of the calculus
derivatives and of the Taylor tower. The speaker may choose whether to work in the
framework of simplicial model categories or in the framework of ∞ categories, but
should mention that one can work in either framework. For the latter approach con-
sult the relevant lecture from the previous AG on higher algebra. In either setting
we need the notions of (strongly) cartesian and cocartesian diagrams and directed
homotopy colimits and inverse limits.

Define and construct homotopy colimits and limits for cubical diagrams and di-
rected diagrams. We are interested in those cubical diagrams which arise from the
join construction in the sense of the beginning of [Goo03, §1]. Use the Bousfield-Kan
formulas or the two sided (co)bar construction to construct these in any bicomplete
simplicial model category. It is helpful to work through the case of homotopy carte-
sian and cocartesian diagrams in spaces explicitly.

Define n-excisive functors. Show Σ∞ and Ω∞Σ∞ are excisive. Some of the types
of results one would like to know for studying convergence properties in Goodwillie
calculus can be found in [Goo92, §1-2].

Extra Credit.
• Show Σ∞X m is m-excisive.
• Recall that every combinatorial model category is equivalent to an accessible

localization of a category of simplicial presheaves [Dug01], [Lur09, 5.5.1.1].
Show, by reducing to the case of simplicial sets, that if this localization is
accessible and left exact, then in such a category finite homotopy limits com-
mute with directed homotopy colimits [Lur09, §5.3,Examples 7.3.4.4-7.3.4.7].
Note that such categories correspond precisely to ∞-topoi [Lur09, 6.1.0.4].
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The existence of such limits and colimits, together with last property is es-
sential for many arguments. For this reason Lurie calls such categories dif-
ferentiable [Lur12, Definition 7.1.1.6].

• Prove, or at least discuss, the generalized Blakers-Massey theorem for topo-
logical spaces [Goo92, Props. 2.3-2.4]. It is advisable to stick to the case of
square and (actual) cubical diagrams. This is the ur-example of results of
this type, where we replace IdTop∗ with some other functor and category,
typically depend on the original result. The Blakers-Massey theorem im-
mediately implies that the identity functor is 1-analytic [Goo92, 4.2-4.3]. It
also implies the Freudenthal suspension theorem, which in turn implies that
Σ∞ is 0-analytic (and linear) [Goo92, 4.4]. We can apply BM again to show
Σ∞+ Top(K ,−) is dimK-analytic [Goo92, 4.5], which implies (Σ∞+ X )∧n is 0-
analytic [Goo03, 4.4]. BM also appears several times (amongst many other
things) in the proof that A(−) is 1-analytic. Finally, the proof of the general-
ized Blakers-Massey theorem for simplicial algebraic theories reduces to the
result for simplicial sets, i.e., ‘spaces’ (see [Sch01, 3.6] for the ungeneralized
form of BM).

References: A nice place to start is [Sad09]. A wonderful resource for learning
about homotopy colimits is [Dug09]. I would try to understand the beginning of
[Goo03] before turning to [Goo92].

Talk 2.2: The Taylor tower - Eric Peterson

Define the functors Tn and Pn and list their basic properties [Goo03, §1] or [Lur12,
§7.1.1]. Namely these functors commute with filtered homotopy colimits and finite
homotopy limits. In particular they commute with each other, they preserve fiber
sequences of functors [Goo03, Props. 1.7 1.18], they commute with suspension, and
[Goo03, 1.1+1.14] PnPn+k ' Pn. For the last result you will need to show that PnF
is n-excisive [Goo03, Thm. 1.8] or [Lur12, 7.1.1.33]. Note that [Rez08] provides a
streamlined proof of [Goo03, Lemma 1.9]. Rezk’s argument is presented in the ∞-
category context as [Lur12, Lemma 7.1.1.26]. To make sure that you have time, you
might want to state this result and return to the proof at the end.

It would be good to mention that by the connectivity properties of Tn, the con-
struction of PnF depends only on F restricted to very-connected spaces [Goo03, 1.1],
so the Taylor tower only depends on the ‘local’ behaviour of F.

Define k-analyticity [Goo92, §4] if it has not already been presented. Use these
results to construct the Taylor tower [Kuh07a, §5], [Goo03, Thm. 1.13]. Compute the
first derivative of the identity functor on pointed spaces and all of the derivatives of
the identity functor on spectra.

Extra Credit.
• Note that the rapidly increasing connectivity of the Taylor for an analytic

functor F to spaces, spectra, or some category with a notion of homotopy
groups (used to define connectivity), guarantees a strongly convergent spec-
tral sequence for computing π∗F(Y ) naturally in suitably connected Y . More
surprisingly if the functor lands in spectra we also obtain a strongly conver-
gent spectral sequence computing the homology of F(Y ) from the homology
of the ith derivatives with respect to a connective spectrum. We also obtain a
strongly convergent spectral sequence for computing the ordinary cohomol-
ogy of F(Y ) from the cohomology of the derivatives.

• Compute the 1st derivative of the identity functor on augmented commuta-
tive S-algebras [Kuh07a, 6.3] or Ω∞Σ∞ on spectra.

• Use [Kuh07b, 6.3] to show that the first derivative ∂Id(∗) of the identity
functor on commutative S-algebras (no augmentation) is trivial. In fact, all
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of the derivatives at the terminal object are trivial, although the functor has
non-trivial derivatives elsewhere.

• Reinterpret the main results of [Sch01] to characterize the 1st derivative of
the identity functor on the category of pointed simplicial T-algebras for a
simplicial algebraic theory T.

• Mention the role of the generalized Blakers-Massey theorem in showing that
a functor, such as the identity functor on Top∗, is k-analytic.

References: [Kuh07a], [Goo03, §1], [Lur12, §7.1.1-7.1.2], and [Goo92].

Session 3: Foundations II
May 3rd, 2012

Talk 3.1: Derivatives are infinite loop spaces (The norm map) - Lennart Meier

Sketch the proof that the derivatives of reduced endofunctors of Top∗ are infinite
loop spaces [Goo03, Thm. 2.1]. A generalization of this result [Lur12, 7.1.2.9] appears
and is proven in [Lur12, §7.1.2], which the speaker can follow if they are so inclined.
It follows that for functors preserving homotopy colimits the nth differential D(n)F,
is determined by the nth coefficient ∂nF [Goo03, §5]. Since the proof of the above
result, specifically the part about showing RF is n−1-excisive, is a bit technical, the
speaker may want to instead move onto a somewhat unrelated topic, the norm map.

Optional: The norm map [Lur12, §7.1.6] is used to construct Tate cohomology
which measures the failure of a G-spectrum to be free. For our purposes Tate spec-
tra are important because, if F is a functor between two stable categories then PnF
can be constructed as a pullback of a map from Pn−1F to a certain Tate spectrum
[Kuh07a, p.15],[McC01], [Lur12, 7.1.6.29]. Since Kuhn showed that Tate cohomol-
ogy lowers chromatic filtration [Kuh04], one can see that the Tate tower of an end-
ofunctor of spectra splits K(n)-locally, leading to a number of applications [Kuh07a,
§7]. These applications will partially be covered in a later talk.

Extra Credit. Discuss the derivatives in the relative case. It seems likely that a
more detailed account of the theory presented in [Goo03] would use parametrized
spectra.

Notice that reduced functors from Top∗ naturally define prespectra by evalua-
tion on spheres. There is an obvious extension of this notion to multivariable func-
tors that are reduced in each variable. Restricting such a functor to the diagonal
naturally gives a Σn prespectrum. Note that we can deloop the 0th space of the
corresponding spectrum with respect to the standard (permutation) representation
of Σn. In Schwede’s terminology this means the associated spectrum is actually a
fibrant Σn spectrum indexed over the ‘natural’ universe.

References: [Goo03]. For the norm map one could consult [Lur12, §7.1.6], which
provides a lot of motivation but is consequently a little long.

Talk 3.2: Homogeneous functors and cross-effects - David Carchedi

The nth homogeneous approximation of F DnF, as defined in the previous session,
is the fiber of the canonical map PnF → Pn−1F. If we view the Taylor tower as a type
of Postnikov tower for functors, then the homogeneous approximations correspond to
the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Correspondingly understanding these functors is the
first step in trying to understand the Taylor tower as a whole and their homotopical
invariants serve as the input into spectral sequences coming from the Taylor tower.

There are several different ways to understand DnF, each of which has an ana-
logue in the world of functions. Firstly, in analogy with our definition above, we
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could think of it as a degree n homogeneous polynomial, i.e., a function of the form
f (x) = axn, which is obtained as the difference of the degree n polynomial approxi-
mation from the degree n−1 polynomial approximation. Secondly, we could use the
correspondence between polynomials of the form axn with symmetric multilinear
(rational) functions via the cross-effect. This is a higher degree generalization of the
correspondence between quadratic forms and symmetric bilinear forms

q(x)= ax2 7→ s(x, y)= a(x+ y)2 −ax2 −ay2

s(x, y) 7→ q(x)= s(x, x)/2!

In functor calculus we have a corresponding notion of a symmetric multilinear func-
tor and we have a similar bijection which uses the cross-effect for functors. The role
of dividing by n! is now played by (−)hΣn the homotopy orbits functor. Finally, we can
also understand such a function in terms of the coefficients appearing in the Taylor
tower for f :

axn = (∂(n) f /∂xn)(0) · xn/n!.
In functor calculus, as will be explained in the following talk, the coefficients of the
Taylor tower are come from stable objects, e.g., spectra.

The goal of this talk is to precisely explain these correspondences. In particular
define (symmetric) multilinear functors and cross-effects [Lur12, §7.1.3-7.1.4]. It is
useful to think of the cross-effect as simply the reduction of a multivariable func-
tor. Give basic properties and examples (such as those coming from the previous
talk). Especially important is the correspondence between n-homogeneous functors
and symmetric n-multilinear functors [Lur12, 7.1.4.7] [Goo03, 3.5-3.6] (3.6 uses the
correspondence from the previous talk). Show how one computes a higher derivative
as iterated first derivatives of the cross-effect [Lur12, Prop. 7.1.3.23].

For simplicity the speaker can restrict to the case of reduced functors between
pointed topological spaces/spectra and pointed topological spaces/spectra.

Extra Credit. Discuss what happens when one considers non-reduced functors. Al-
though this introduces new technical difficulties, such as working with parametrized
spectra, it is important for applications such as K-theory and A theory. The added
generality is required for analytic continuation which tells us that if two analytic
functors have the same first derivatives ‘everywhere’ then they differ by a constant.

References: [Kuh07a, §5], [Goo03, 2-6], and [Lur12, §7.1.2-7.1.4].

Session 4: Topological examples
May 24th, 2012

Talk 4.1: ∂∗(Σ∞Top∗(K ,−))(∗) - Karol Szumilo

The goal of this talk is to cover the material in [Kuh07a, §6]. Arone [Aro99] gave
a model for the entire Taylor tower of the first functor, showing

PnΣ
∞Top∗(K , X )= SpectraE≤n(K∧·, X∧·)

∂d(∗)= D(K (d)).

Here E≤n is the subcategory of finite sets of cardinality at most n and surjections
and K (d) is K∧d modulo the fat diagonal. A detailed account of this is provided in
[AK02]. Special cases of interest include when K is an n-sphere and/or when X is an
n-fold suspension. In the former cases the dth partial derivative can be realized as
the stabilization of the configuration space of d-little n-discs (up to a shift). In the
latter case we can see that the Taylor tower splits which is essentially equivalent to
Snaith splitting. These results are sketched out in [Kuh07a, §6.1].

Show that all of the derivatives of Σ∞Ω∞ are spheres following [Kuh07a, §6.2].
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Talk 4.2: ∂∗(IdTop∗ )(∗) - Irakli Patchkoria

Summarize and state the many results of Johnson [Joh95], Arone-Kankaanrinta
[AK98], and Arone-Mahowald [AM99, 2.1] following [Kuh07a] on the derivatives of
the identity functor on pointed spaces. Perhaps the best presentation of the computa-
tion of these derivatives is [AK98]. Give their computation of the derivatives modulo
the fact about rigidifying their cosimplicial diagram. Alternative presentations can
be found in [Goo03, §7] and [Lur12, §7.3.3].

For statements about the cohomology of the derivatives, consult [AD01] and [AM99].

Session 5: Dundas-Goodwillie-McCarthy
June 21st, 2012

Talk 5.1: TC and the cyclotomic trace - Steffen Sagave

The goal of this talk is to define the cyclotomic trace map. First define THH,
topological Hochschild homology. Then show that THH receives a canonical map
from K-theory, the Dennis trace map, first constructed [Bok90] in the context of
functors with smash product. Then using edgewise subdivision, to construct the
cyclotomic structure on THH, construct TC, and then lift the Dennis trace map to
the cyclotomic trace map.

To move through the ambitious list of tasks above, the speaker should feel free
to use whatever foundations are convenient and to skip all technical arguments.
Blumberg and Mandell [BM10] is probably the most modern treatment of this ma-
terial and [DGM10] the most expansive. Although both of these make use of the
generality of generalized rings (small spectral or additive categories). There is a
nice presentation in the context of symmetric ring spectra in [Sch09]. Following
Bokstedt’s construction of the Dennis trace [Bok90], was the generalization of this
construction to ring functors and to include TC in [DM96].

Since there is a lot to go through in this talk, the speaker should work with the
following speaker in order to cover this material.

References: [DGM10], [Mad94], [Goo91], [DM94], [Dun97], [DM96], [McC97].

Talk 5.2: The comparison between K and TC - Jeremiah Heller

The speaker should coordinate with the previous speaker to see if they will need
extra time or to possibly take over some of the responsibilities of that talk.

The goal of this talk is to sketch the proof that the cyclotomic trace induces an
equivalence of first derivatives ∂xK → ∂xTC or, equivalently, that the difference be-
tween algebraic K-theory and topological cyclic homology is locally constant. The mo-
tivation behind this talk is Goodwillie’s conjecture [Goo91] that for any 1-connected
map of S-algebras B → A the square

K(B)

��

Trc // TC(B)

��
K(A) Trc // TC(A)

is homotopy cartesian. The goal of this talk is to give an overview of the proof of this
conjecture following [DGM10, VII.1] in the more general case of a map of S-algebras
for which π0(B)→π0(A) is a surjection with nilpotent kernel.

Extra Credit. Mention the results of [BCC+96] where they use trace methods to
prove the algebraic K-theory analog of the Novikov conjecture.

References: [DGM10], [Goo91], [Mad94], [BCC+96].
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Session 6: Derivatives of Waldhausen’s A(X ) and chromatic homotopy
theory

July 5th, 2012

Talk 6.1: ∂∗A(−) - Wolfgang Steimle

The goal of this talk is to compute the derivatives of Waldhausen’s algebraic K-
theory of spaces functor. The talk should describe, in as much detail as time allows
(if it has not already been covered in the first session), the first derivative of the
pseuso-isotopy functor of [Goo90], and as a corollary obtain the first derivative of
A(X ).

The description of the higher derivatives is made using a trace map τ : A(X ) →
L(X ) whose target is the functor L(X ) =Σ∞+ Top(S1, X ) [Goo91], the unreduced sus-
pension spectrum of the free loop space. Time permitting this map should be de-
fined and perhaps some of its basic properties discussed. The derivatives of L(X ) re-
called [Goo03, 7.1]. One should describe the first derivative of A(X ) using the trace
map and then finish by describing the higher derivatives of this functor [Goo03, 9.7].

Talk 6.2: Interactions with chromatic homotopy theory - Markus Szymik

Present selected results from [Kuh07a, §7]. One should spend the first 20-30
minutes of the talk reminding the audience about the fundamental results about
telescopic/K(n)-localization and the chromatic filtration [Rav84, Rav90].

Expand on the discussion of the derivatives of IdTop∗ and why the Taylor tower
splits after telescopic localization [Kuh04]. Time permitting it would be nice to
hear about the computations of v1-periodic homotopy groups of odd spheres [MT92,
Mah82]. Alternatively one could mention Kuhn’s computations of the Morava K-
theory of infinite loop spaces [Kuh06].
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